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Abstract
Complete PL and topological classification and partial smooth classification of manifolds homotopy equivalent to a Wall’s
manifold (defined as a mapping torus of a Dold manifold), introduced by Wall in his 1960 Annals paper on cobordism, have been
done by determining: (1) the normal invariants of Wall’s manifolds, (2) the surgery obstruction of a normal invariant and (3) the
action of the Wall surgery obstruction groups on the smooth, PL and homeomorphism classes of homotopy Wall’s manifolds (to
be made precise in the body of the paper). Consequently classification results of automorphisms (self homeomorphisms, and self
PL-homeomorphisms) of Dold manifolds follow.
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1. Introduction
This paper is a sequel to the papers [16,17], giving classification results of manifolds homotopy equivalent to the
ones defined by A. Dold (see [4]), J. Milnor (see [14]) in the context of finding concrete generators of (un)oriented
cobordism groups (see [20]). In the paper on determination of oriented cobordism ring C.T.C. Wall defined intermedi-
ate groups and defined new manifolds as mapping Tori of Dold manifolds, see [23]. In this paper we give classification
results for the homotopy types of these manifolds of Wall. Consequently classification results of automorphisms (self
homeomorphisms, and self PL-homeomorphisms) of Dold manifolds follow. Let X be a compact, connected, smooth,
piecewise linear (PL) or topological manifold with or without boundary ∂X. By a homotopy smoothing (respectively
homotopy PL or TOP triangulation) of the manifold X we mean a pair (M,f ), where M is a smooth, PL or topologi-
cal manifold and f : (M,∂M) → (X, ∂X) is a simple homotopy equivalence of pairs, for which f |∂M : ∂M → ∂X is
a diffeomorphism (respectively a PL or TOP homeomorphism). Two homotopy smoothings (respectively homotopy
PL or TOP triangulations) (M,f ) and (M ′, f ′) are said to be equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism (respectively PL
or TOP homeomorphism) h : (M,∂M) → (M ′, ∂M ′) for which the maps f ′ ◦ h and f are homotopic relative to the
boundary ∂M . The set of equivalence classes of homotopy smoothings (respectively PL or TOP triangulations) of the
manifold X is denoted by hS(X) (respectively hTPL(X), or hTTOP(X)) and is a pointed set with base point (X, idX).
If we use the notation CAT =O , PL, or TOP, then later in the paper we shall call “homotopy smoothings, homotopy
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simply as “structure sets”.
The standard method of determining the sets hS(X) (respectively hTPL(X), or hTTOP(X)) for various concrete
manifolds X is the analysis of the following Sullivan–Wall surgery exact sequences:
→ Ln+1
(
π1(X),ω(X)
) δO−→ hS(X) ηO−→ [X/∂X,G/O] θO−→ Ln(π1(X),ω(X)),
→ Ln+1
(
π1(X),ω(X)
) δPL−→ hTPL(X) ηPL−→ [X/∂X,G/PL] θPL−→ Ln(π1(X),ω(X)),
→ Ln+1
(
π1(X),ω(X)
) δTOP−→ hTTOP(X) ηTOP−→ [X/∂X,G/TOP] θTOP−→ Ln(π1(X),ω(X))
where n = dimX  5, and where the first and the last terms are Wall’s surgery obstruction groups, second terms are
as defined above and the third terms are sets of normal invariants of X; the first maps δ are the realization maps (or
actions), the second maps η are the forgetful type of maps (or Pontrjagin–Thom type maps) and the last maps θ are
the surgery obstruction maps. For details one can refer to the book of Wall [24].
In order to determine hS(X),hTPL(X), or hTTOP(X) one must compute the groups Ln(π1(X),ω(X)), [X/∂X,
G/CAT], where CAT =O , PL, TOP, and also the maps θ and the actions δ in the above exact sequences.
The purpose of this paper is to determine completely the sets hTPL(X), and hTTOP(X), and partially the sets hS(X),
for X =Dm ×Q(r, s), r, s > 1, where Dm is the disk of dimension m 0 and Q(r, s), is the Wall’s manifold defined
as a mapping torus of a Dold’s manifold P(r, s) as introduced by Wall [23] in his determination of the oriented
cobordism ring. We recall the definition in more detail in the next section.
The main results of this paper are Theorem 8.5, Theorem 8.6, Theorems 5.4, 5.5, Propositions 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5,
6.6, 6.7, and 6.8, Propositions 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, and Propositions 4.1, 4.2. In addition to these, many results
about Wall’s manifolds not very accessible in the literature have been derived e.g. Theorems 3.7, 3.8.
The paper has been arranged in the following fashion: In Section 2 we recall the basic definition and properties
of Wall’s manifolds (see [23]). In Section 3 we calculate in detail the integral (co)homology of Wall’s manifolds by
defining a suitable cellular decomposition of Wall’s manifolds; these calculations were necessiated because we needed
torsion information of Wall’s manifolds in studying its normal invariants and complete integral cohomology informa-
tion of these manifolds to give exact characterization of their structure sets. Moreover this material is not readily
available in the literature. In Section 4 we study a map, intimately related to the Browder–Livesay invariants associ-
ated with the Wall’s manifolds, and prove Propositions 4.1, 4.2. In Section 5 we calculate the normal invariants both in
the PL and topological cases for Wall’s manifolds and prove Theorems 5.4, 5.5. In Section 6 we study the action map
δCAT (CAT = PL, or TOP) of the groups Ln+1(Z− × Z/2±) on the homotopy CAT structures hTCAT(Dm ×Q(r, s))
and prove Propositions 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8. In Section 7 we calculate the image of the surgery ob-
struction maps θCAT , (CAT = PL, or TOP) in various dimensions and orientabilities of Wall’s manifolds and prove
Propositions 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7. In the last Section 8 we first give some remarks about the homotopy smooth-
ings of Wall’s manifolds which can be derived from the calculations of Sections 6, and 7; next we summarize the
calculations of hTCAT(X) (CAT = PL or TOP), X = Dm × Q(r, s) in terms of reduced Sullivan–Wall surgery short
exact sequences as Theorem 8.5; and finally we determine the structure of hTCAT(Q(r, s)) (CAT = PL or TOP) in all
cases as Theorem 8.6.
Techniques of the proofs are similar to the ones in Haršiladze [7], Kharshiladze [10], and López de Medrano [13].
We have tried to make the paper as self contained as possible for readability.
2. Wall’s manifolds and their orientability
Recall that a Dold’s manifold is defined as the quotient P(r, s) def= (Sr × CP s)/∼, where (x, z) ∼ (x′, z′) if and
only if x′ = −x, and z′ = z¯. Let us define the involution φ :Sr × CP s → Sr × CP s by φ(x, z) = (−x, z¯) and denote
by q the quotient map q :Sr × CP s → P(r, s). Then q ◦ φ = q . The projection map Sr × CP s → Sr is equivariant
with respect to the involution φ in the domain and the antipodal involution a :Sr → Sr of the range, so passing to orbit
spaces we get that a Dold manifold can also be written as the total space of a fibre bundle over RP r with fibre CP s :
CP s
incl−→ P(r, s) proj−→ RP r . (∗)
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Sr × CP s by T̂ (x, z)= (T (x), z). This involution T̂ commutes with the involution φ, so passing onto orbit spaces T̂
induce a homeomorphism A :P(r, s)→ P(r, s), and we have a commutative rectangle:
Sr × CP s T̂
q
Sr × CP s
q
P (r, s)
A
P (r, s)
In case P(r, s) is orientable (e.g. when r is odd and s is even or when r is even and s is odd) A reverses orientation.
Now we are in a position to define the Wall’s manifold.
Definition 2.1. A Wall’s manifold Q(r, s) is defined as the mapping torus of the homeomorphism A :P(r, s) →
P(r, s), that is
Q(r, s)
def= P(r, s)× [0,1]/∼, where ([x, z],0)∼ (A[x, z],1).
Define q1 :P(r, s)× [0,1] →Q(r, s), as this identification map.
We give some more descriptions of Q(r, s). Consider the projection to the third factor π3 :Sr × CP s × [0,1] →
[0,1], given by π3(x, z, t) = t . It induces a fibration P(r, s) → Q(r, s) β−→ S1, with fibre P(r, s). The following
diagram is commutative:
Sr × CP s
q
Sr × CP s × [0,1] π3
q1◦(q×1)
[0,1]
q2
P(r, s) Q(r, s)
β
S1
q2 is the identification map which identifies the end points of [0,1]. Consider the projection π13 :Sr ×CP s ×[0,1] →
Sr × [0,1], given by π13(x, z, t) = (x, t). It induces another fibration CP s → Q(r, s) γ−→ Q(r,0), with fibre CP s
and group Z/2. The following diagram is commutative:
CP s
id
Sr × CP s × [0,1] π13
q1◦(q×1)
Sr × [0,1]
q1◦(q×1)
CP s Q(r, s)
γ
Q(r,0)
For the fibration CP s → Q(r, s) γ−→ Q(r,0) we have a classifying map Q(r,0) θ−→ RP r+1 and the following dia-
gram of fibrations:
CP s CP s
Q(r, s)
Θ
γ
P (r + 1, s)
Q(r,0) θ RP r+1
(∗∗)
where the map Θ is defined by Θ(x, z, t) = (x0, x1, . . . , xr cosπt, xr sinπt, z). From this it follows that Θ is of
degree 1 (in the nonorientable case homology with suitable local coefficients or Z/2 coefficients is to be understood).
Theorem 2.2. The mod 2 cohomology of Wall’s manifold Q(r, s) is given by
H ∗
(
Q(r, s);Z/2)= Z/2[x, c, d]/〈x2, cr+1 − crx, ds+1〉,
where dimx = 1, dim c = 1 and dimd = 2, x is a spherical class induced by β , c, d are classes of same name which
appear in the mod 2 cohomology of P(r, s) and comes from spectral sequence calculation.
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(1 + c + x)(1 + c)r−1(1 + c + d)s+1.
For a proof of the above theorems see [23].
Remark 2.4. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.2 it follows that the first Stiefel–Whitney class of Q(r, s) is given by
w1(Q(r, s)) = (r + s + 1)c + x. So Q(r, s) is non-orientable for all r > 0 and is orientable only in the cases r = 0,
s even.
Remark 2.5. From the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration P(r, s) → Q(r, s) β−→ S1, the knowledge of fun-
damental group of P(r, s) and homotopy groups of S1, it follows that the fundamental group of Q(r, s) is given
by
π1
(
Q(r, s)
)= {Z/2 × Z if r > 1,
Z × Z if r = 1.
We define the orientation homomorphism (or the orientation character) of Q(r, s) as follows: It is the composite
homomorphism
ωQ(r,s) :π1
(
Q(r, s)
) ∼=−→H1(Q(r, s);Z)→H1(Q(r, s);Z/2) w1(Q(r,s))−→ Z/2.
In the later sections this will be needed to denote the appropriate Wall surgery obstruction groups.
3. Integral (co)homology of Wall’s manifolds
We calculate the integral (co)homology groups of Q(r, s) by using a cellular decomposition of this space. We use
notations and definitions from Dold [4] and Fujii [5]:
Definition 3.1. Defining a cell structure for Sr [4,5]: Define a cellular decomposition for Sr by taking open i-cells:
C+i =
{
(x0, x1, . . . , xr ) ∈ Sr | xi > 0, xi+1 = 0 = xi+2 = · · · = xr
}
,
C−i =
{
(x0, x1, . . . , xr ) ∈ Sr | xi < 0, xi+1 = 0 = xi+2 = · · · = xr
}
,
where 0 i  r . Treating these as the generators of the cellular chain complex of Sr , the boundary operators on these
act as:
∂C+i = C+i−1 +C−i−1, ∂C−i = −
(
C+i−1 +C−i−1
)
, 0 i  r.
The antipodal involution a :Sr → Sr and the reflection involution T :Sr → Sr about the hyperspace {xr = 0}, defined
in Section 2, induce chain maps, also denoted by a, and T respectively, of the cellular chain complex of Sr whose
values on the generators are given by
a
(
C+i
)= (−1)i+1C−i , a(C−i )= (−1)i+1C+i , 0 i  r,
T
(
C+i
)= C+i , T (C−i )= C−i , 0 i < r, T (C+r )= C−r , T (C−r )= C+r .
Definition 3.2. Defining a cell structure for CP s [4,5]: Define a cellular decomposition for CP s by taking open
2j -cells:
Dj =
{[z0, z1, . . . , zs] ∈ CP s | zj > 0, zj+1 = 0 = zj+2 = · · · = zs}
where 0  j  s. Treating these as the generators of the cellular chain complex of CP s , the boundary operators on
these act as:
∂Dj = 0, as there are no odd dimensional cells.
The conjugation involution b :CP s → CP s , b(z) = z¯ induces a chain map, also denoted by b, of the cellular chain
complex of CP s whose values on the generators are given by
b(Dj )= (−1)jDj , 0 j  s.
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open (i + j)-cells:{
C+i ×Dj,C−i ×Dj | 0 i  r, 0 j  s
}
.
Treating these as the generators of the cellular chain complex of Sr × CP s , the boundary operators on these act as:
∂
(
C+i ×Dj
)= +(C+i−1 ×Dj +C−i−1 ×Dj ), 0 i  r, 0 j  s,
∂
(
C−i ×Dj
)= −(C+i−1 ×Dj +C−i−1 ×Dj ), 0 i  r, 0 j  s,
∂
(
C0 ×Dj
)= 0, 0 i  r, 0 j  s.
The involution φ :Sr ×CP s → Sr ×CP s , and the involution T̂ :Sr ×CP s → Sr ×CP s , defined in Section 2, induce
chain maps, also denoted by φ, and T̂ respectively, of the cellular chain complex of Sr × CP s whose values on the
generators are given by
φ
(
C+i ×Dj
)= (−1)i+j+1(C−i ×Dj ), φ(C−i ×Dj )= (−1)i+j+1(C+i ×Dj ),
where 0 i  r , 0 j  s.
T̂
(
C+i ×Dj
)= (C+i ×Dj ), T̂ (C−i ×Dj )= (C−i ×Dj ), 0 i < r, 0 j  s,
T̂
(
C+r ×Dj
)= (C−r ×Dj ), T̂ (C−r ×Dj )= (C+r ×Dj ), 0 j  s.
Definition 3.4. Defining a cell structure for P(r, s) [4,5]: Define a cellular decomposition for P(r, s) by taking open
(i + j)-cells:{
(Ci,Dj )
def= q(C+i ×Dj ) | 0 i  r, 0 j  s},
where q :Sr ×CP s → P(r, s) is the quotient map defined in Section 2. Treating these as the generators of the cellular
chain complex of P(r, s), and treating q as a cellular chain map, the boundary operators on these generators can easily
be seen to act as:
∂(Ci,Dj )=
(
1 + (−1)i+j )(Ci−1,Dj ), 1 i  r, 0 j  s,
∂(C0,Dj )= 0, 0 j  s.
The homeomorphism A :P(r, s) → P(r, s) defined in Section 2 induces a chain map, also denoted by A, of the
cellular chain complex of P(r, s) whose values on the generators can be calculated using the property A ◦ q = q ◦ T̂ ,
between the relevant cellular chain complexes. These are given by
A(Ci,Dj )=
{
(−1)r+j+1(Cr,Dj ) if i = r, 0 j  s,
(Ci,Dj ) if 0 i < r, 0 j  s.
Definition 3.5. Defining a cell structure for Q(r, s): Define a cellular decomposition for P(r, s) × [0,1] by taking
open cells:{
(Ci,Dj )× (0,1), (Ci,Dj )× {0}, (Ci,Dj )× {1} | 0 i  r, 0 j  s
}
,
where [0,1] is considered as a cell complex with open cells {{0}, {1}, (0,1)}. Using the quotient map q1 :P(r, s) ×
[0,1] →Q(r, s), defined in Section 2, we define a cellular decomposition for Q(r, s) by taking open cells{[
(Ci,Dj )× (0,1)
] def= q1((Ci,Dj )× (0,1)) | 0 i  r, 0 j  s},{[
(Ci,Dj )
] def= q1((Ci,Dj )× {0}) | 0 i  r, 0 j  s}.
Treating these as the generators of the cellular chain complex of Q(r, s), treating q1 as a cellular chain map, denoted
again by q1 (images of the other cells of P(r, s) × [0,1] under q1 can be written in terms of these generators using
the property of the cellular chain map A of the cellular chain complex of P(r, s)), the boundary operators on these
generators can be calculated. These are given as:
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[
(Ci,Dj )× (0,1)
]=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(1 + (−1)r+j )[(Cr−1,Dj )× (0,1)] + (−1)r+2j ((−1)r+j+1 + 1)[(Cr ,Dj )]
if i = r, 0 j  s,
(1 + (−1)i+j )[(Ci−1,Dj )× (0,1)] + (−1)i+2j .2[(Ci,Dj )]
if 0 < i < r, 0 j  s,
0 if i = 0, 0 j  s,
∂
[
(Ci,Dj )
]= { (1 + (−1)i+j )[(Ci−1,Dj )] if 0 < i  r, 0 j  s,0 if i = 0, 0 j  s.
Definition 3.6. Cochain complex dual to the cellular chain complex of Q(r, s): Let [(ci, dj ) × (0,1)] and [(ci, dj )]
be the cochain duals of the open cells [(Ci,Dj )× (0,1)] and [(Ci,Dj )] of Q(r, s) respectively, then these generate
the cellular cochain complex of Q(r, s). The coboundary operators on these generators act as follows:
δ
[(
ci, dj
)× (0,1)]= (1 + (−1)i+j+1)[(ci+1, dj )× (0,1)], 0 i  r − 1, 0 j  s,
δ
[(
ci, dj
)]= { (−1)r+2j ((−1)r+j+1 + 1)[(cr , dj )× (0,1)] if i = r, 0 j  s,
(−1)i+2j .2[(ci, dj )× (0,1)] + (1 + (−1)i+j+1)[(ci+1, dj )] if 0 i < r, 0 j  s.
Now we are in a position to write down the (co)homology groups of Q(r, s) with integer coefficients.
Theorem 3.7 (Homology of Q(r, s) with integer coefficients). The total homology group H∗(Q(r, s);Z) is a direct
sum of the following free (abelian) and torsion parts:
(i) If r is even, its free abelian part is generated by{[
(C0,D2j )× (0,1)
]
,
[
(C0,D2j )
] | 0 j  [s/2]},
and its torsion part is generated by{[
(C2i ,D2j+1)
]
,
[
(C2i−1,D2j )
] | 0 2i, 2i − 1 r, 0 j  [s/2]},
whose order are 2.
(ii) If r is odd, its free abelian part is generated by{[
(C0,D2j )× (0,1)
]
,
[
(C0,D2j )
] | 0 j  [s/2]},
and its torsion part is generated by{[
(C2i ,D2j+1)
]
,
[
(C2i−1,D2j )
] | 0 2i, 2i − 1 r, 0 j  [s/2]},
whose order are 2.
Theorem 3.8 (Cohomology of Q(r, s) with integer coefficients). The total cohomology group H ∗(Q(r, s);Z) is a di-
rect sum of the following free (abelian) and torsion parts:
(i) If r is even, its free abelian part is generated by{[(
cr , d2j
)] | 0 j  [s/2]},
and its torsion part is generated by{[(
c2i , d2j
)× (0,1)], [(c2i−1, d2j+1)× (0,1)], [(cr , d2j+1)× (0,1)] ∣∣
0 2i, 2i − 1 r, 0 j  [s/2]},
whose order are 2.
(ii) If r is odd, its free abelian part is generated by{[(
cr , d2j+1
)] | 0 j  [s/2]},
and its torsion part is generated by{[(
c2i , d2j
)× (0,1)], [(c2i−1, d2j+1)× (0,1)], [(cr , d2j )× (0,1)] | 0 2i, 2i − 1 r, 0 j  [s/2]},
whose order are 2.
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Theorem 3.9.
H 4
(
Q(r, s);Z)=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Z/2 if r > 4, s  2,
Z × Z/2 if r = 4, s  2,
Z/2 × Z/2 if r = 3, s  2,
Z/2 if r = 2, s  2,
and in particular,
H 4
(
Q(r,0);Z)=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 if r > 4, s = 0,
Z if r = 4, s = 0,
Z/2 if r = 3, s = 0,
0 if r = 2, s = 0.
Remark 3.10. There is another way in which one can determine the homology groups of Q(r, s), which is the map-
ping torus of the homeomorphism A :P(r, s) → P(r, s) defined in Section 2, from the homology groups of P(r, s),
(see e.g. [16]) and the information of the homomorphism A∗ :H∗(P (r, s);Z) → H∗(P (r, s);Z) induced by A as de-
termined above, from the following exact homology sequence of the mapping torus (see [8, p. 151, Example 2.48]):
Coefficients of all the following homology groups are Z:
→Hk
(
P(r, s)
) 1−A∗−→ Hk(P(r, s)) i∗−→Hk(Q(r, s))→Hk−1(P(r, s)) 1−A∗−→ Hk−1(P(r, s))→ .
4. The Browder–Livesay invariants associated to Wall’s manifold
Let X =Q(r, s), and Y =Q(r−1, s), r  3, s > 1 then the inclusion Y ⊂X induces isomorphism of fundamental
groups π1(Y ) ∼= π1(X) = Z × Z/2. It easily follows from the alternative descriptions of Wall’s manifolds given
in Section 2 that the pair (X,Y ) is a Browder–Livesay pair according to the definition of Kharshiladze [10]. Let
n = dimX = r + 2s + 1, and let t denote the generator of the factor Z/2 of the group π1(X) ∼= π1(Y ) ∼= Z × Z/2.
Let ωX :π1(X) → Z/2 = {+1,−1} denote the orientation homomorphism (or orientation character) of X as defined
in Section 2 and ωY the same for Y . Further, let ε = ±1 denote the number ωX(t), 0 	= t ∈ Z/2. It then follows from
the definition of a Browder–Livesay pair that ωY (t) = −ε. Let BL(X,Y ) denote the Wall surgery obstruction group
Ln+ε(Z,ωX | Z). The geometric meaning of this group can be seen as follows:
Suppose we have a simple homotopy equivalence f : (M,∂M) → (X, ∂X), where M is some manifold for which
f |f−1(∂Y ) :f−1(∂Y )→ ∂Y is also a simple homotopy equivalence. For every such simple homotopy equivalence there
is defined the Browder–Livesay invariant η (see [3]) with values η(f ) in the group BL(X,Y )= Ln+ε(Z,ωX | Z), such
that η(f ) = 0 if and only if the map f is homotopic rel ∂M to a map f1 for which the map f1|f−11 (Y ) :f
−1
1 (Y ) → Y
is a simple homotopy equivalence. We will say in short that f1 is a splitting along Y , or f splits along Y .
Let, for a manifold with boundary (X, ∂X), and a proper submanifold with boundary (Y, ∂Y ), we define L(X) def=
Ln(π1(X),ωX). Further, let V =X\U , where U is a tubular neighbourhood of Y in X. In this case ∂V = ∂X∂Y ∪ Ŷ ,
Ŷ is a double covering of Y and ∂X∂Y is the complement of a tubular neighbourhood of ∂Y in ∂X. One then has the
following diagram of chain complexes (see [10, diagram (8)], [11, Theorem 11 and its proof]):
L(Y × I 2) L(V × I ) L(X × I ) ∂ BL(X,Y ) L(Y )
   
L(X × I 2) BL(X × I,Y × I ) L(Y × I ) L(V ) L(X)
(D1)
which can be extended indefinitely on the left and where the vertical wavy lines denote isomorphism of the homology
groups of the chain complexes (see [9]).
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lent notations for typographical convenience: For denoting Wall’s surgery obstruction groups we will use either of the
notations: L∗(π,ω) and L∗(πω).
r
Ln+1(Zω
V
)
c
Ln+1((Z × Z/2)ωX) ∂=r◦t Ln+ε(ZωX) t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
Ln+ε+1(Zω
V
)
t◦c
Ln((Z × Z/2)ωY ) r Ln(ZωV ) c
(D2)
ωV ,ωX | Z, and ωY | Z can all be denoted by ω as they have the same value −1 on the generator. So we can rewrite
the above diagram as
r Ln+1(Zω) c Ln+1(Zω × Z/2ε) ∂=r◦t Ln+ε(Zω) t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
Ln+ε+1(Zω) t◦c Ln(Zω × Z/2−ε) r Ln(Zω) c
(D3)
All the horizontal maps in the diagram are expressible in terms of algebraically defined maps
c :Ln
(
Zω
)→ Ln(Zω × Z/2ε),
defined by functoriality,
r :Ln
(
Zω × Z/2−ε)→ Ln(Zω),
the transfer, and
t :Ln
(
Zω × Z/2ε)→ Ln−1+ε(Zω × Z/2ε),
multiplication of a quadratic form by the generator t ∈ Z/2. The map
∂ :L(X × I )→ BL(X,Y )
which factors through the Browder–Livesay invariant η as follows
∂ = η ◦ δ :L(X × I ) δ−→ hTCAT(X) η−→ BL(X,Y ),
(CAT = PL or TOP), coincides with
r ◦ t :Ln+1
(
Zω × Z/2ε)→ Ln+ε(Zω).
We need to compute ∂ in various cases. We have seen that ω = −, that is ω maps the fundamental group (in
particular its Z factor) onto {+1,−1}. Consider the diagram (D3), which now looks like
r
Ln+1(Z−) c Ln+1(Z− × Z/2ε) ∂=r◦t Ln+ε(Z−) t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
Ln+ε+1(Z−) t◦c Ln(Z− × Z/2−ε) r Ln(Z−) c
(D4)
There are two cases to be considered, namely: ε = +1, and ε = −1.
Case I (ε = +1): In this case the diagram (D4) tell us that:
ker[Ln+1(Z− × Z/2+) ∂=r◦t−→ Ln+1(Z−)]
im[Ln+1(Z−) c−→ Ln+1(Z− × Z/2+)]
∼= ker[Ln(Z
− × Z/2−) r−→ Ln(Z−)]
im[Ln+2(Z−) t◦c−→ Ln(Z− × Z/2−)]
.
From the computations of Wall’s surgery groups in [24]:
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(Z)+ Z Z Z/2 Z/2
(Z)− Z/2 0 Z/2 Z/2
Z+ × Z/2+ Z × ZZ/2 Z × Z Z/2 Z/2 × Z/2
Z+ × Z/2− Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2
Z− × Z/2− Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2
Z− × Z/2+ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0 Z/2 Z/2 × Z/2
Z+ × Z− Z/2 × Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 × Z/2
one derives readily the following:
Proposition 4.1. If ε = +1, taking n (mod 4), we have
∂ :Ln+1
(
Z− × Z/2+) r◦t−→ Ln+1(Z−)= { zero map if n= 0,1,2,epi. (Z/2)3 → Z/2 if n= 3.
Proof. In cases n≡ 0,1 (mod 4) the stated maps are the only choice for ∂ , as c is injective (see [9] proof of Lemma 2).
For n≡ 2,3 (mod 4) the choice of ∂ is a consequence of the fact that the map c is injective, r , and t ◦ c are zero maps
(see [9] proof of Lemma 2). 
Case II (ε = −1): In this case from diagram (D4), and the fact that t ◦ c is injective (see [9] proof of Lemma 2) one
readily derives the following:
Proposition 4.2. If ε = −1, we have
∂ = r ◦ t :Ln+1
(
Z− × Z/2−)→ Ln−1(Z−)
is the zero map for all n,n≡ 0,1,2,3 (mod 4).
Proof. The horizontal sequences of (D4) are chain complexes. 
5. Normal invariant of Wall’s manifolds
Let us first recall the following well-known theorem due to Sullivan and Kirby–Siebenmann (see [12,21]):
Let K(A,n) denote an Eilenberg–Mac Lane space, Y denote the space with two nontrivial homotopy groups
π2(Y ) = Z/2; π4(Y ) = Z, and k-invariant δSq2 ∈ H 5(K(Z/2,2);Z), where Sq2 is the Steenrod square and δ is
the Bockstein homomorphism in cohomology, corresponding to the exact sequence 0 → Z ×2−→ Z → Z/2 → 0. For
a topological space X, let X(2) denotes its localization at 2, X(0) denotes its rationalization and X[1/2] denotes its
localization away from 2 (see [22]), then
Theorem 5.1 (Sullivan, Kirby–Siebenmann). We have the following homotopy equivalences:
G/TOP(2) ∼=
∏
i>1
K(Z/2,4i − 2)×
∏
i>1
K(Z(2),4i),
G/PL(2) ∼= Y(2) ×
∏
i>1
K(Z/2,4i − 2)×
∏
i>1
K(Z(2),4i),
and the following homotopy equivalences:
G/TOP[1/2]
hTOP∼= BO⊗[1/2]
hPL∼= G/PL[1/2].
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where CAT = PL or TOP:
G/CAT
P
G/CAT
(2)
PG/CAT [1/2]
G/CAT(2)
u
BO⊗[1/2] ∼=G/CAT[1/2] ph◦hCAT G/CAT(0) =∏i>0 K(Q,4i)
where ph stands for the Pontrjagin character, and u∗ in homotopy coincides with the inclusion φ: Z(2) ⊂ Q for k > 1,
and with 2φ for k = 1. These give by definition, the following exact sequence for any CW-complex X:
0 → [X,G/TOP] ΦG/TOP−→ KO0(X)[1/2] ×
∑
i>1
H 4i−2(X;Z/2)⊕
∑
i>1
H 4i (X;Z(2)) Ψ
G/TOP−→
∑
i>0
H 4i (X;Q)→ 0
and
0 → [X,G/PL] ΦG/PL−→ KO0(X)[1/2] × [X,Y(2)] ⊕
∑
i>1
H 4i−2(X;Z/2)⊕
∑
i>1
H 4i (X;Z(2))
ΨG/PL−→
∑
i>0
H 4i (X;Q)→ 0,
where ΦG/CAT = ((PG/CAT [1/2])∗ ⊕ (PG/CAT(2) )∗), ΨG/CAT = ∇(−ph ◦ hcat ⊕ u), (x) = (x, x) and ∇(x, y) =
x + y.
Let
Π = Y ×
∏
i>1
K(Z/2,4i − 2)×
∏
i>1
K(Z,4i),
Π(2) = Y(2) ×
∏
i>1
K(Z/2,4i − 2)×
∏
i>1
K(Z(2),4i),
Π[1/2] = Y [1/2] ×
∏
i>1
K
(
Z[1/2],4i),
then from the fibre square:
Π
PΠ
(2)
PΠ [1/2]
Π(2)
u
Π[1/2] j Π(0) =∏i>0 K(Q,4i)
we also get an exact sequence:
0 → [X,Π] ΦΠ−→ [X,Y [1/2]]⊕∑
i>1
H 4i
(
X;Z[1/2])× [X,Y(2)] ⊕∑
i>1
H 4i−2(X;Z/2)⊕
∑
i>1
H 4i (X;Z(2))
ΨΠ−→
∑
i>0
H 4i (X;Q)→ 0,
ΦΠ and ΨΠ have similar definitions as above. Now, we have the following result of Rudyak [19, Theorems 1]:
Theorem 5.2 (Rudyak). Let X be a finite CW-complex with no odd torsion in homology, then(
PΠ(2)
)
∗ : [X,Π] → [X,Π(2)];
(
P
G/CAT
(2)
)
∗ : [X,G/CAT] →
[
X, (G/CAT)(2)
]
,
are monomorphisms.
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Theorem 5.3. For X = Q(r, s), r, s > 1, if we identify G/PL(2) and Π(2) under the homotopy equivalence given in
Theorem 5.1, then the groups Im(PΠ(2))∗ and Im(P
G/PL
(2) )∗ are isomorphic.
Proof. Since X = Q(r, s), r, s > 1 is a finite complex with no odd torsion in homology, by the last Theorem 5.2 it
follows that [X,G/PL], and [X,Π] are a finitely generated abelian groups which do not have any odd torsions and
whose Z-ranks and 2-torsions are same as the Z(2)-ranks and 2-torsions of
[X,G/PL] ⊗ Z(2) ∼= [X,G/PL(2)] ∼= [X,Π(2)] ∼= [X,Π] ⊗ Z(2),
so, if we identify G/PL(2) and Π(2) under the homotopy equivalence given in Theorem 5.1 Im(PΠ(2))∗ and Im(P
G/PL
(2) )∗
are isomorphic. This proves the theorem. 
The above discussion yield that:
Theorem 5.4. For X =Q(r, s), r, s > 1,
[X,G/TOP] ∼=
∑
i>1
H 4i−2(X;Z/2)⊕
∑
i>1
H 4i (X;Z), and
[X,G/PL] ∼= [X,Π] ∼= [X,Y ] ⊕
∑
i>1
H 4i−2(X;Z/2)⊕
∑
i>1
H 4i (X;Z).
Hence the normal invariant of X = Q(r, s), r, s > 1 in the topological case is completely determined and the
normal invariant in the PL case is determined once we determine [X,Y ]. We recall for ready reference the following
calculations in [13,19,16]: [CPn,Y ] = Z for n 2,[
RPn,Y
]= {Z/2 if n= 2,3,
Z/4 if n 4,
[
P(r, s), Y
]= {Z × Z/4 if r  4, s  2,Z × Z/2 if r = 3, s  2,
Z × Z × Z/2 × Z/2 if r = 2, s  2.
Towards determining [X,Y ] we may have to use the various alternative descriptions of X = Q(r, s) given in
Section 2. To start with let us use the descriptions:
CP s
incl−→X =Q(r, s) proj−→Q(r,0), and RP r = P(r,0) incl1−→Q(r,0) proj1−→ S1.
First recall from the calculations of [16] and Section 3
H 4
(
P(r, s);Z)= {Z × Z/2 if r  4, s  2,Z if r = 3, s  2,
Z × Z if r = 2, s  2,
H 4
(
Q(r, s);Z)=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Z/2 if r > 4, s  2,
Z × Z/2 if r = 4, s  2,
Z/2 × Z/2 if r = 3, s  2,
Z/2 if r = 2, s  2,
H 4
(
Q(r,0);Z)=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 if r > 4, s = 0,
Z if r = 4, s = 0,
Z/2 if r = 3, s = 0,
0 if r = 2, s = 0.
Case I: r > 4, s  2. Let H 4(RP r ;Z) = Z/2 be generated by a; H 2(RP r ;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by c;
H 4(CP s;Z) = Z be generated by α; H 2(CP s;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by d ; the summands of H 4(P (r +
1, s);Z)= Z × Z/2 be generated respectively by α′, β; H 4(Q(r, s);Z)= Z/2 be generated by β ′; H 4(Q(r,0);Z)=
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H 2(Q(r, s);Z/2) = Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by c′′2, c′′.x, d ′′; the summands of H 2(Q(r,0);
Z/2)= Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by c′′′2, c′′′.x′.
Now from the definition of Y we have a fibration K(Z,4) j−→ Y p−→K(Z/2,2) for which ΩY has zero k-invariant
k ∈ H 4(K(Z/2,1);Z), and also for Q(r, s), the operation δSq2 :H 2(Q(r, s);Z/2) → H 5(Q(r, s);Z) is zero. So we
have the following commutative diagrams:
I (i)
0 H 4(Q(r, s);Z) j∗ [Q(r, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(r, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(Q(r,0);Z) j∗
proj∗
[Q(r,0), Y ] p∗
projY
H 2(Q(r,0);Z/2)
proj∗
0
which reduces to
I (ii)
0 Z/2 j∗ [Q(r, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
0 0 j∗
proj∗
[Q(r,0), Y ] p∗
projY
Z/2 × Z/2
proj∗
0
I (iii)
0 H 4(Q(r, s);Z) j∗ [Q(r, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(r, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(P (r + 1, s);Z) χ
Θ∗
[P(r + 1, s), Y ] p∗
ΘY
H 2(P (r + 1, s);Z/2)
Θ∗
0
where Θ is the map of degree one defined in the diagram (∗∗) in the paragraph following Definition 2.1. This reduces
to
I (iv)
0 Z/2 j∗ [Q(r, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
0 Z × Z/2 χ
Θ∗
Z × Z/4 p∗
ΘY
Z/2 × Z/2
Θ∗
0
Consider the diagram I (iv), and note that the first vertical map is surjective (obtained by examining the commutative
diagram induced by Θ on the Bockstein exact cohomology sequences corresponding to 0 → Z ×2−→ Z → Z/2 → 0)
sending α′ → 0, and β → β ′ and the third vertical map sending c′2 → c′′2 and d → d ′ is injective, and hence by
a diagram chase one can see that the middle vertical map sends the Z/4 summand injectively, and the map χ is given
by (α′,0) → (2α′,0) and (0, β) → (0,2β). Therefore, j∗ maps the generator β ′ of H 4(Q(r, s);Z) to 2 times an
element.
In the diagram I (ii) note that the first vertical map and the third vertical map sending (c′′′2,0) → (c′′2,0,0) and
(0, c′′′.x′) → (0, c′′.x,0) are injections, and hence by five lemma the middle vertical map is also an injection.
Putting together the information obtained in the last two paragraphs we get[
Q(r, s), Y
]∼= Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2, for r > 4, s  2.
Case II: r = 4, s  2. Let H 4(RP 4;Z) = Z/2 be generated by a; H 2(RP 4;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by c;
H 4(CP s;Z) = Z be generated by α; H 2(CP s;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by d ; the summands of H 4(P (5, s);Z) =
Z × Z/2 be generated respectively by α′, β; the summands of H 4(Q(4, s);Z) = Z × Z/2 be generated respectively
by α′′, β ′; H 4(Q(4,0);Z) = Z be generated by α′′′; the summands of H 2(P (5, s);Z/2) = Z/2 × Z/2 be gener-
ated respectively by c′2, d ′; the summands of H 2(Q(4, s);Z/2) = Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by
c′′2, c′′.x, d ′′; the summands of H 2(Q(4,0);Z/2)= Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by c′′′2, c′′′.x′.
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k ∈H 4(K(Z/2,1);Z), and also for Q(4, s), the operation δSq2 :H 2(Q(4, s);Z/2)→H 5(Q(4, s);Z) is zero. So we
have the following commutative diagrams:
II(i)
0 H 4(Q(4, s);Z) j∗ [Q(4, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(4, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(Q(4,0);Z) j∗
proj∗
[Q(4,0), Y ] p∗
proj∗
H 2(Q(4,0);Z/2)
proj∗
0
which reduces to
II(ii)
0 Z × Z/2 j∗ [Q(4, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
0 Z
j∗
proj∗
[Q(4,0), Y ] p∗
projY
Z/2 × Z/2
proj∗
0
II(iii)
0 H 4(Q(4,0);Z) j∗
incl∗1
[Q(4,0), Y ] p∗
inclY1
H 2(Q(4,0);Z/2)
incl∗1
0
0 H 4(RP 4;Z) χ [RP 4, Y ] p∗ H 2(RP 4;Z/2) 0
which reduces to
II(iv)
0 Z
j∗
incl∗1
[Q(4,0), Y ] p∗
inclY1
Z/2 × Z/2
incl∗1
0
0 Z/2 χ Z/4 p∗ Z/2 0
II(v)
0 H 4(Q(4, s);Z) j∗ [Q(4, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(4, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(P (5, s);Z) χ
Θ∗
[P(5, s), Y ] p∗
ΘY
H 2(P (5, s);Z/2)
Θ∗
0
where Θ is the map of degree one defined in the diagram (∗∗) in the paragraph following Definition 2.1.This reduces
to
II(vi)
0 Z × Z/2 j∗ [Q(4, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
0 Z × Z/2 χ
Θ∗
Z × Z/4 p∗
ΘY
Z/2 × Z/2
Θ∗
0
Consider the diagram II(iv), and note that the first vertical map sending α′′′ → a, is onto (obtained by examining
the commutative diagram induced by incl1 on the Bockstein exact cohomology sequences corresponding to 0 →
Z
×2−→ Z → Z/2 → 0) and the third vertical map sending c′′2 → c2 is onto; hence by five lemma the middle vertical
map is also onto, and the map χ is given by a → 2a. Therefore the map j∗ sends the generator α′′ of Z to two times
of an element. From these facts it follows that [Q(4,0), Y ] ∼= Z × Z/2.
Plug in the information of the last paragraph in the diagram II(ii), and note that the first vertical map sending
α′′′ → (α′′,0) and third vertical map sending (c′′′2,0) → (c′′2,0,0) and (0, c′′′.x′) → (0, c′′.x,0) are injections, and
hence by five lemma the middle vertical map is also an injection. Also the map j∗ in the lower and hence the upper
horizontal sequence maps the generator α′ of Z to two times of an element.
Plug in the informations obtained in the last two paragraph to the diagram II(vi), and note that the first vertical
map is injective (obtained by examining the commutative diagram induced by Θ on the Bockstein exact cohomology
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sending (c′2,0) → (c′′2,0,0) and (0, d ′) → (0, d ′′,0) is injective, therefore by five lemma the middle vertical map
is also injective, and the map χ is given by multiplication by 2 on each generator; hence the map j∗ sends both the
generators to 2 times some elements.
Putting together the information obtained in the last three paragraphs we get[
Q(4, s), Y
]∼= Z × Z/4 × Z/2, for s  2.
Case III: r = 3, s  2. Let H 4(RP 4;Z) = Z/2 be generated by a; H 2(RP 4;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by c;
H 4(CP s;Z) = Z be generated by α; H 2(CP s;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by d ; the summands of H 4(P (4, s);Z) =
Z×Z/2 be generated respectively by α′, β; the summands of H 4(Q(3, s);Z)= Z/2×Z/2 be generated respectively
by β ′, γ ; H 4(Q(3,0);Z) = Z/2 be generated by γ ′; the summands of H 2(P (4, s);Z/2) = Z/2 × Z/2 be gener-
ated respectively by c′2, d ′; the summands of H 2(Q(3, s);Z/2) = Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by
c′′2, c′′.x, d ′′; the summands of H 2(Q(3,0);Z/2)= Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by c′′′2, c′′′.x′.
Now, as in the previous cases the operation δSq2 :H 2(Q(3, s);Z/2) → H 5(Q(3, s);Z) is zero. So we have the
following commutative diagrams:
III(i)
0 H 4(Q(3, s);Z) j∗ [Q(3, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(3, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(Q(3,0);Z) j∗
proj∗
[Q(3,0), Y ] p∗
projY
H 2(Q(3,0);Z/2)
proj∗
0
which reduces to
III(ii)
0 Z/2 × Z/2 j∗ [Q(3, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
0 Z/2 j∗
proj∗
[Q(3,0), Y ] p∗
projY
Z/2 × Z/2
proj∗
0
III(iii)
0 H 4(Q(3,0);Z) j∗ [Q(3,0), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(3,0);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(RP 4;Z) χ
θ∗
[RP 4, Y ] p∗
θY
H 2(RP 4;Z/2)
θ∗
0
where θ is the classifying map (see diagram (∗∗) ) defined in the paragraph following Definition 2.1. This reduces to
III(iv)
0 Z/2 j∗ [Q(3,0), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 0
0 Z/2 χ
θ∗
Z/4 p∗
θY
Z/2
θ∗
0
III(v)
0 H 4(Q(3, s);Z) j∗ [Q(3, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(3, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(P (4, s);Z) χ
Θ∗
[P(4, s), Y ] p∗
ΘY
H 2(P (4, s);Z/2)
Θ∗
0
where Θ is the map of degree one defined in the diagram (∗∗) in the paragraph following Definition 2.1. This reduces
to
III(vi)
0 Z/2 × Z/2 j∗ [Q(3, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
Z × Z/2 χ
Θ∗
Z × Z/4 p∗
ΘY
Z/2 × Z/2
Θ∗0 0
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mutative diagram induced by θ on the Bockstein exact cohomology sequences corresponding to 0 → Z ×2−→ Z →
Z/2 → 0) and the third vertical map sending c2 → (c′′2,0) is also injective, and hence by five lemma the middle
vertical map is also injective. From this one can readily derive that [Q(3,0), Y ] ∼= Z/4×Z/2, and the map j∗ is sends
γ ′ → (2γ ′,0).
Plug in this information of the last paragraph in the diagram III(ii), and note that the first vertical map sending
γ ′ → (0, γ ) and the third vertical map sending (c′′2,0) → (c′2,0,0) and (0, c′′.x′) → (0, c′.x,0) are injections, and
hence by five lemma the middle vertical map is also an injection. From this we get that [Q(3, s), Y ] ∼=G×Z/4×Z/2,
and the map j∗ in the upper horizontal sequence sends (0, γ ) to 2 times an element. G, remains to be determined.
Plug in the information obtained in the last two paragraphs to the diagram III(vi), and note that the first vertical map
sending (α′,0) → (0, γ ) and (0, β) → (β ′,0) is onto (obtained by examining the commutative diagram induced by
Θ on the Bockstein exact cohomology sequences corresponding to 0 → Z ×2−→ Z → Z/2 → 0), and the third vertical
map sending (c′2,0) → (c′′2,0,0) and (0, d ′) → (0, d ′′,0) is an injection. By a diagram chase one gets that the Z/4
summand in the middle group below maps injectively by the middle vertical map; the map χ sends each generator by
multiplication by 2; therefore the map j∗ maps the generators to 2 times some elements; and the summand Z in the
middle group below maps by the middle vertical map as a reduction mod 4.
Putting together the information obtained in the last three paragraphs we get[
Q(3, s), Y
]∼= Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2, for s  2.
Case IV: r = 2, s  2. Let H 2(RP 2;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by c; H 4(CP s;Z) = Z be generated by α;
H 2(CP s;Z/2) = Z/2 be generated by d ; H 4(P (3, s);Z) = Z be generated by α′; H 4(Q(2, s);Z) = Z/2 be gen-
erated by β; H 4(Q(2,0);Z) = 0; the summands of H 2(P (3, s);Z/2) = Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by
c′2, d ′; the summands of H 2(Q(2, s);Z/2) = Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by c′2, c′.x, d ′; the sum-
mands of H 2(Q(2,0);Z/2)= Z/2 × Z/2 be generated respectively by c′′2, c′′.x′.
Now, as in the last case the operation δSq2 :H 2(Q(2, s);Z/2)→H 5(Q(2, s);Z) is zero. So we have the following
commutative diagrams:
IV(i)
0 H 4(Q(2, s);Z) j∗ [Q(2, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(2, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(Q(2,0);Z) j∗
proj∗
[Q(2,0), Y ] p∗
projY
H 2(Q(2,0);Z/2)
proj∗
0
which reduces to
IV(ii)
0 Z/2 j∗ [Q(2, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
0 0 j∗
proj∗
[Q(2,0), Y ] p∗
projY
Z/2 × Z/2
proj∗
0
IV(iii)
0 H 4(Q(2, s);Z) j∗ [Q(2, s), Y ] p∗ H 2(Q(2, s);Z/2) 0
0 H 4(P (3, s);Z) χ
Θ∗
[P(3, s), Y ] p∗
ΘY
H 2(P (3, s);Z/2)
Θ∗
0
where Θ is the map of degree one defined in the diagram (∗∗) in the paragraph following Definition 2.1. This reduces
to
IV(iv)
0 Z/2 j∗ [Q(2, s), Y ] p∗ Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 0
χ
Θ∗
Z × Z/2 p∗
ΘY
Z/2 × Z/2
Θ∗0 Z 0
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(c′′2,0) → (c′2,0) and (0, c′′.x′) → (c′.x,0) is injection, and hence by five lemma the middle vertical map is also an
injection.
Plug in the information obtained in the last paragraph to the diagram IV(iv), and note that the first vertical map
sending α′ → β is onto (obtained by examining the commutative diagram induced by Θ on the Bockstein exact coho-
mology sequences corresponding to 0 → Z ×2−→ Z → Z/2 → 0) and third vertical map sending (c′2,0) → (c′′2,0,0)
and (0, d ′) → (0,0, d ′′) is onto; therefore by a diagram chase the middle vertical map injects the Z/2 summand in
the below middle group onto a Z/2 summand of the top middle group. The map χ is multiplication by 2; so j∗ maps
the generator to 2 times an element. So the middle vertical map maps the Z summand of the below middle group as
reduction modulo 4. Putting together the information obtained in the last two paragraphs we get[
Q(2, s), Y
]∼= Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2, for s  2.
We can summarize the above calculations in the form of the following
Theorem 5.5. For Wall’s manifolds Q(r, s), r, s  2,
[
Q(r, s), Y
]=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2 if r > 4,
Z × Z/4 × Z/2 if r = 4,
Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2 if r = 3,
Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2 if r = 2.
6. The action δCAT of Ln+1(Z− × Z/2±) on the homotopy CAT structures of Q(r, s)
We begin by stating a lemma which follows from the commutative diagram of page 560 of [18], in the standard
notations of Ranicki, involving (algebraic) surgery exact sequences of a pair (X,Y ) of Poincaré complexes equipped
with orientation character w. Let X be a Poincaré complex with orientation character w :π1(X) → {±1}. Let Xw
be the orientation double cover of X and p :Xw → X be the projection map. Considering p as an inclusion into its
mapping cylinder which is homotopy equivalent to X, we treat the double covering as a pair (X,Xw), and can write
the following commutative diagram:
Hn(X
w;L0) σ∗ Ln(Z[π1(Xw)]) Sn(Xw) Hn−1(Xw;L0)
Hn(X;L0) σ∗ Ln(Z[π1(X)]) Sn(X) Hn−1(X;L0)
Hn(X,X
w;L0) σ∗ Ln(Z[π1(X)] −→ Z[π1(Xw)]) Sn(X,Xw) Hn−1(X,Xw;L0)
If we take (X,w) with π1(X)= Z and nontrivial w then the above diagram reduces to
Hn(X
w;L0) σ∗ Ln(Z+)
vert
Sn(Xw) Hn−1(Xw;L0)
Hn(X;L0) σ∗ Ln(Z−) Sn(X) Hn−1(X;L0)
Hn(X,X
w;L0) σ∗ Ln(Z+ → Z−) Sn(X,Xw) Hn−1(X,Xw;L0)
By applying Theorem 12.6 of Wall [24] and doing some calculations one can see that the vertical map denoted by vert
in the last diagram is onto. So, using this fact and Browder ([1, Theorem 1.3 and 1.4 (PL and TOP version)] and [2,
Theorem II.2.13]) we get the
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on hTCAT(X) is trivial.
Let X =Dm ×Q(r, s), r, s > 1, where Dm is the standard m-dimensional disk, m 0.
Proposition 6.2. Let n = dimX = m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even. So ε = +. Then the action δCAT of
the group L1(Z− × Z/2+)= 0 on hTCAT(X) is obviously trivial.
Proposition 6.3. Let n = dimX = m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even, or odd. So ε = ±. Then the action
δCAT of the group L2(Z− × Z/2±)= Z/2 on hTCAT(X) is trivial.
Proof. Since L2(Z− × Z/2±) = L2(0), this group acts on the homotopy CAT structures by taking connected sum
with a homotopy sphere, which in the CAT (= PL or TOP) cases is trivial. 
Proposition 6.4. Let n = dimX = m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 2 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even. So ε = +. Then the action δCAT of
the group L3(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2 on hTCAT(X) is trivial.
Proof. Refer to the diagram (D4) of Section 4 with n= 2, and ε = +, this looks like:
r
L3(Z−)= Z/2 c=inj L3(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2 ∂=r◦t=0 L3(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
L4(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c=0 L2(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 r=0 L2(Z−)= Z/2 c
(D5)
First we analyze the action of the image of the nonzero element of L3(Z−) = Z/2 under 1−1 map c. Let Û be
a tubular neighbourhood of Q(r − 1, s) in Q(r, s), then Q(r, s)\Û is homeomorphic to say V (r, s), where V (r, s)
is the total space of a Dr × CP s fibration over S1, with nontrivial first Stiefel–Whitney class. Realize the nonzero
element of the group L3(Z−)= Z/2 by a normal map f :M →Dm × V (r, s)× I , such that
f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm × V (r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm × V (r, s))× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm × V (r, s)× 1 is a simple homotopy equiv-
alence which is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, so f |∂+M is a homotopy CAT-structure on X. From
Lemma 6.1 it follows that f |∂+M is a trivial CAT-structure on X.
Now realize the nonzero element
x ∈ im[Z/2 = L3(Z−) c=inj−→ L3(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2]
by a normal map F :N →Dm ×Q(r, s)× I as follows: Let U be a tubular neighbourhood of Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I
in Dm × Q(r, s) × I , then Dm × Q(r, s) × I\U is homeomorphic to Dm × V (r, s) × I , or Dm × Q(r, s) × I =
U ∪Dm×V (r, s)×I . Attach U to the manifold M along the boundary f−1(∂(Dm×V (r, s))×I )⊆ ∂−M . Extending
the map f over U by identity, we obtain the map
F :N
def= M ∪U → (Dm × V (r, s)× I)∪U =Dm ×Q(r, s)× I.
As F |∂+M = f |∂+M it follows that restriction of F on each piece of N gives trivial CAT structure and hence F
represent the trivial CAT-structure on X. So the action δCAT of x on hTCAT(X) is trivial.
Next let us consider the nontrivial element
x′ /∈ im[Z/2 = L3(Z−) c=inj−→ L3(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2].
Realize it by a normal map f ′ :M ′ →Dm ×Q(r, s)× I such that
f ′|∂−M ′ : ∂−M ′ →Dm ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). The map ∂ :L3(Z− × Z/2+)→ L3(Z−) is the zero map. Therefore,
by the relation between ∂ and the Browder–Livesay invariant mentioned in Section 4, the homotopy CAT structure
f ′|∂ M ′ : ∂+M ′ →Dm ×Q(r, s)× 1 is split along Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1. We denote the map f ′|∂ M ′ by f ′.+ + 1
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f ′1|f ′−11 (Dm×Q(r−1,s)) :f
′−1
1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s))→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)
is a simple homotopy equivalence, and is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, that is, it is a homotopy CAT
structure. Now the map
f ′|f ′−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×I ) :f ′−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I
is normal and realizes the element y′ ∈ L2(Z− × Z/2−) which corresponds to the element x′ ∈ L3(Z− × Z/2+)
(refer to the diagram (D5) above where  is an isomorphism of the homologies of the chain complexes given by the
horizontal sequences.) According to Proposition 6.3 the action of y′ on hTCAT(Dm × Q(r − 1, s)) is trivial, so the
homotopy CAT structure
f ′|f ′−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×1) :f ′−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1
is trivial. Now if U ′ is the tubular neighbourhood of Dm × Q(r − 1, s) in Dm × Q(r, s), then Dm × Q(r, s)\U ′ =
Dm × V (r, s), V (r, s) as defined in the last paragraph, so Dm × Q(r, s) = U ′ ∪ Dm × V (r, s). Similarly ∂+M ′ =
f−11 (U ′)∪f−11 (Dm×V (r, s)), and f ′1 gives simple homotopy equivalences on each piece. From the above observation
f ′1|f ′−11 (U ′) :f
−1
1 (U
′)→U ′ is trivial. Also
f ′1|f ′−11 (Dm×V (r,s)) :f
−1
1
(
Dm × V (r, s))→Dm × V (r, s)
is a CAT homeomorphism, because it is the outcome of the action of an element of the image of c such as
x ∈ im[Z/2 = L3(Z−) c=inj−→ L3(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2]
on hTCAT(X), considered in the first para of the proof, which is trivial. Therefore f ′1 : ∂+M ′ → Dm ×Q(r, s) × 1 is
a CAT-homeomorphism. Thus the action δCAT of x′ on hTCAT(X) is trivial. This completes the proof of the proposi-
tion. 
Proposition 6.5. Let n= dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd. So ε = −. Then the action δCAT of the
group L0(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 on hTCAT(X) is trivial.
Proof. Refer to the diagram (D4) of Section 4 with n= 3, and ε = −, this looks like:
r
L4(Z−)= Z/2 c=0 L4(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 ∂=r◦t=0 L2(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
L3(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c=inj L3(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2 r=0 L3(Z−)= Z/2 c
(D6)
Consider the nonzero element x ∈ L0(Z− × Z/2−). Realize it by a normal map f :M → Dm ×Q(r, s) × I such
that
f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). The map ∂ :L0(Z− × Z/2−)→ L2(Z−) is the zero map. Therefore,
by the relation between ∂ and the Browder–Livesay invariant mentioned in Section 4, the homotopy CAT structure
f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm ×Q(r, s)× 1 is split along Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1. We denote the map f |∂+M by f1.
Thus the map
f1|f−11 (Dm×Q(r−1,s)) :f
−1
1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s))→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)
is a simple homotopy equivalence, and is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, that is, it is a homotopy CAT
structure. Now the map
f |f−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×I ) :f−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I
is normal and realizes the nonzero element
y /∈ im[L3(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c=inj−→ L3(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2]
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the homologies of the chain complexes given by the horizontal sequences.) According to Proposition 6.4 the action of
y on hTCAT(Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)) is trivial, so the homotopy CAT structure
f |f−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×1) :f−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1
is trivial. Now if U is the tubular neighbourhood of Dm × Q(r − 1, s) in Dm × Q(r, s), then Dm × Q(r, s)\U =
Dm × V (r, s), V (r, s) as defined in the proof of Proposition 6.4, so Dm × Q(r, s) = U ∪ Dm × V (r, s). Similarly
∂+M = f−11 (U) ∪ f−11 (Dm × V (r, s)), and f1 gives simple homotopy equivalences on each piece. From the above
observation f1|f−11 (U) :f
−1
1 (U)→U is trivial. Also
f1|f−11 (Dm×V (r,s)) :f
−1
1
(
Dm × V (r, s))→Dm × V (r, s)
is a CAT homeomorphism, because it is the outcome of the action of an element of the image of c = 0 on hTCAT(X),
which is trivial. Therefore f1 : ∂+M → Dm × Q(r, s) × 1 is a CAT-homeomorphism. Thus the action δCAT of x on
hTCAT(X) is trivial. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Proposition 6.6. Let n= dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 2 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd. So ε = −. Then the action δCAT of the
group L3(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 on hTCAT(X) is trivial.
Proof. Refer to the diagram (D4) of Section 4 with n= 2, and ε = −, this looks like:
r
L3(Z−)= Z/2 c=inj L3(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 ∂=r◦t=0 L1(Z−)= 0 t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
L2(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c=inj L2(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 r=0 L2(Z−)= Z/2 c
(D7)
As c in this case is an isomorphism, the proof of the proposition follows from the first part of the proof of Proposi-
tion 6.4. 
Proposition 6.7. Let n= dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even. So ε = +. Then the action δCAT of the
group L0(Z−×Z/2+)= Z/2×Z/2×Z/2 on hTCAT(X) is trivial when restricted to the subgroup Ker∂ = Z/2×Z/2,
and is free on the remaining summand.
Proof. Refer to the diagram (D4) of Section 4 with n= 3, and ε = +, this looks like:
r
L4(Z−)= Z/2 c=inj L4(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2∂=r◦t=ontoL4(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
L1(Z−)= 0 t◦c=inj L3(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 r=0 L3(Z−)= Z/2 c
(D8)
Action δCAT of the element x ∈ im[Z/2 = L0(Z−) c=inj−→ ker ∂ = Z/2 ×Z/2] on hTCAT(X) is trivial by the first part of
the proof of Proposition 6.4.
Next let us consider the nontrivial element x′ of ker ∂
x′ /∈ im[Z/2 = L0(Z−) c=inj−→ ker ∂ = Z/2 ×Z/2].
Realize it by a normal map f ′ :M ′ →Dm ×Q(r, s)× I such that
f ′|∂−M ′ : ∂−M ′ →Dm ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). As ∂(x′) = 0, by the relation between ∂ and the Browder–Livesay
invariant mentioned in Section 4, the homotopy CAT structure f ′|∂+M ′ : ∂+M ′ → Dm × Q(r, s) × 1 is split along
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1. We denote the map f ′|∂ M ′ by f ′.+ 1
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f ′1|f ′−11 (Dm×Q(r−1,s)) :f
′−1
1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s))→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)
is a simple homotopy equivalence, and is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, that is, it is a homotopy CAT
structure. Now the map
f ′|f ′−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×I ) :f ′−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I
is normal and realizes the element y′ ∈ L3(Z− × Z/2−) which corresponds to the element x′ ∈ L0(Z− × Z/2+)
(refer to the diagram (D8) above where  is an isomorphism of the homologies of the chain complexes given by the
horizontal sequences.) According to Proposition 6.6 the action of y′ on hTCAT(Dm × Q(r − 1, s)) is trivial, so the
homotopy CAT structure
f ′|f ′−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×1) :f ′−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1
is trivial. Now if U ′ is the tubular neighbourhood of Dm × Q(r − 1, s) in Dm × Q(r, s), then Dm × Q(r, s)\U ′ =
Dm × V (r, s), V (r, s) as defined earlier, so Dm × Q(r, s) = U ′ ∪ Dm × V (r, s). Similarly ∂+M ′ = f−11 (U ′) ∪
f−11 (Dm × V (r, s)), and f ′1 gives simple homotopy equivalences on each piece. From the above observation
f ′1|f ′−11 (U ′) :f
−1
1 (U
′)→U ′ is trivial. Also
f ′1|f ′−11 (Dm×V (r,s)) :f
−1
1
(
Dm × V (r, s))→Dm × V (r, s)
is a CAT homeomorphism, because it is the outcome of the action of an element of the image of c such as
x ∈ im[Z/2 = L0(Z−) c=inj−→ ker ∂ = Z/2 × Z/2]
on hTCAT(X), considered in the first part of the proof, which is trivial. Therefore f ′1 : ∂+M ′ → Dm × Q(r, s) × 1 is
a CAT-homeomorphism. Thus the action δCAT of x′ on hTCAT(X) is trivial. The nonzero element of the remaining
summand of L0(Z− × Z/2+) = Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 is not in ker ∂ hence not in ker δCAT ⊂ ker ∂ . This completes the
proof of the proposition. 
Proposition 6.8. Let n= dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd. So ε = −. Then the action δCAT of the
group L1(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 on hTCAT(X) is trivial.
Proof. Refer to the diagram (D4) of Section 4 with n= 0, and ε = −, this looks like:
r
L1(Z−)= 0 c L1(Z− × Z/2−)= Z/2 ∂=r◦t=0 L3(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c
  
∂=r◦t
L0(Z−)= Z/2 t◦c=inj L0(Z− × Z/2+)= Z/2 × Z/2 ×Z/2 r=onto L0(Z−)= Z/2 c
(D9)
Consider the nonzero element x ∈ L1(Z− × Z/2−) = Z/2. Realize it by a normal map f :M → Dm × Q(r, s) × I
such that
f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). As ∂(x) = 0, by the relation between ∂ and the Browder–Livesay
invariant mentioned in Section 4, the homotopy CAT structure f |∂+M : ∂+M → Dm × Q(r, s) × 1 is split along
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1. We denote the map f |∂+M by f1.
Thus the map
f1|f−11 (Dm×Q(r−1,s)) :f
−1
1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s))→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)
is a simple homotopy equivalence, and is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, that is, it is a homotopy CAT
structure. Now the map
f |f−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×I ) :f−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× I
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which corresponds to the element x ∈ L1(Z− ×Z/2−) (refer to the diagram (D9) above where  is an isomorphism of
the homologies of the chain complexes given by the horizontal sequences). According to Proposition 6.7 the action of
y on hTCAT(Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)) is trivial, so the homotopy CAT structure
f |f−1(Dm×Q(r−1,s)×1) :f−1
(
Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1)→Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)× 1
is trivial. Now if U is the tubular neighbourhood of Dm × Q(r − 1, s) in Dm × Q(r, s), then Dm × Q(r, s)\U =
Dm × V (r, s), V (r, s) as defined earlier, so Dm × Q(r, s) = U ∪ Dm × V (r, s). Similarly ∂+M = f−11 (U) ∪
f−11 (Dm × V (r, s)), and f1 gives simple homotopy equivalences on each piece. From the above observation
f1|f−11 (U) :f
−1
1 (U)→U is trivial. Also
f1|f−11 (Dm×V (r,s)) :f
−1
1
(
Dm × V (r, s))→Dm × V (r, s)
is a CAT homeomorphism, because it is the outcome of the action of an element of the image of c, which is zero, on
hTCAT(X), so it is trivial. Therefore f1 : ∂+M → Dm ×Q(r, s)× 1 is a CAT-homeomorphism. Thus the action δCAT
of x on hTCAT(X) is trivial. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Thus in Propositions 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 the Kernel of the action map δCAT in the Sullivan–Wall
exact sequence for manifolds of the form Dm ×Q(r, s), m 0 has been calculated in all possible cases.
7. The surgery obstruction map θCAT : [Dm × Q(r, s)/∂(Dm × Q(r, s)),G/CAT] → Ln(Z− × Z/2±)
We first recall that if X =Dm ×Q(r, s), the map ∂ :Ln+1(Z− × Z/2ε)→ Ln+ε(Z−) is defined as the composite:
Ln+1
(
Z− × Z/2ε) δCAT−→ hTCAT(Dm ×Q(r, s)) η−→ BL(Dm ×Q(r, s),Dm ×Q(r − 1, s)).
Lemma 7.1. Let X =Dm ×Q(r, s), r, s > 1, m 0, dimX = n+1. If x ∈ Ln+1(Z− ×Z/2ε) is realized by a normal
map F :M →X, which is CAT homeomorphism on the boundary (CAT = PL or TOP), then ∂(x)= 0.
Proof. Let X1 =Dm ×Q(r − 1, s), then π1(X1)= π1(X), and
π1(X)
ωX = Z− × Z/2ε ⇒ π1(X1)ωX1 = Z− × Z/2−ε.
Realize the element −x by a normal map f :N → X1 × I , such that f |∂−N : ∂−N → X1 × 0 ∪ ∂X1 × I is a CAT
homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). By definition of ∂ , the obstruction to splitting the homotopy CAT structure
f |∂+N : ∂+N →X1 × 1 along the submanifold Y1 =Dm ×Q(r − 2, s) is equal to −∂x. Consider the connected sum
of the manifolds M and N , and also the sum of X and X1 × I . The normal maps F and f define a normal map
F1 :M #N → X #X1 × I . According to the construction of surgery obstructions the map F1 is a simple homotopy
equivalence, and considered as an element of the group Ln+1(Z− × Z/2ε), is equal to zero; but π1(X #X1 × I ) 	=
Z × Z/2. However, by Wall [24, Theorem 9.4], one can change F1 using simultaneous surgeries along 1-cycles in
the manifolds M #N and X #X1 × I , without changing the boundaries, which make the fundamental groups equal
to Z × Z/2. We obtain as a result of these surgeries a normal map F2 :M2 → X2. Since on one component of the
boundary the map F2 splits, it follows from a generalization of [13, Lemma 1, Section 1.2.2] that F2 splits on the
other component of the boundary too. Therefore ∂(x)= 0. 
Proposition 7.2. The groups L2(Z− × Z/2±) ∼= Z/2 are completely realized by normal maps into the manifolds
X = Dm × Q(r, s),m  0 which are CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP) on the boundary (for m = 0 the
normal maps can be taken from closed manifolds).
Proof. In both cases the nontrivial element of the group L2(Z− × Z/2±) ∼= Z/2 belongs to the image of the natural
isomorphism c :Z/2 ∼= L2(Z−)→ L2(Z− × Z/2±)∼= Z/2.
Case I (m > 0): Let y be the nontrivial element of the group L2(Z− × Z/2±) which is realized by a normal map
f :M →Dm ×Q(r, s)=Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× I,
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f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm−1 ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). As m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 2 (mod 4)⇒m− 1 + r + 2s + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 4)
by Proposition 6.3 action of y on hTCAT(Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)) is trivial. So
f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 1
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). Hence f |∂M is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and the
proof of the proposition is complete in this case.
Case II (m = 0): Recall the definition of V (r, s) given in the proof of Proposition 6.4. It can be verified that
V (r, s) ∼= V (r − 1, s)× I , where I can be considered as a I -bundle over a point and V (r − 1, s)× I is a product of
two bundles (see [15]). Now let x ∈ L2(Z−) ∼= Z/2 be the nontrivial element, so that c(x) = y is as in case I with
m= 0. Let x be realized by a normal map f1 :M1 → V (r, s)∼= V (r − 1, s)× I , such that
f1|∂−M1 : ∂−M1 → V (r − 1, s)× 0 ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). The map
f1|∂M1 : ∂M1 → V (r − 1, s)× {0,1} ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I
can be assumed to be a CAT homeomorphism because dimV (r, s) ≡ 2 (mod 4), and so for M1 we can take the
manifold V (r, s)#K , where K is a Kervaire manifold, and for f1 we can take the map which is identity on V (r, s)
and takes K to a point.
This makes it possible to ‘glue’ V (r, s) to Q(r, s) and in exactly the same way to ‘glue’ M1 to some closed
manifold M , giving us a normal map f :M → Q(r, s) of closed manifolds realizing the element c(x) = y. (Here
the words ‘glue’ have the following meaning: Let Q(r − 1, s) ⊂ Q(r, s) has a tubular neighbourhood Û , then
Q(r, s)\Û = V (r, s). So Q(r, s) = Û ∪ V (r, s). with Û ∩ V (r, s) = V (r − 1, s)× {0,1} ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I which is
a nontrivial Sr−1 ×CP s -bundle over S1 and f1|∂M1 : ∂M1 → V (r − 1, s)×{0,1} ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I is a CAT home-
omorphism. Thus f1 :M1 → V (r, s) extends to f :M =M1 ∪f1|∂M1 Û → V (r, s)∪ Û =Q(r, s), where f |Û : Û → Û
is identity.) 
Proposition 7.3. The group L3(Z− × Z/2−) ∼= Z/2 is completely realized by normal maps into the manifolds X =
Dm × Q(r, s),m  0 which are CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP) on the boundary (for m = 0 the normal
maps can be taken from closed manifolds).
Proof. In this case again the nontrivial element of the group L3(Z− × Z/2−) ∼= Z/2 belongs to the image of the
natural isomorphism c :Z/2 ∼= L3(Z−)→ L3(Z− × Z/2−)∼= Z/2.
Case I (m > 0): Let y be the nontrivial element of the group L3(Z− × Z/2−) which is realized by a normal map
f :M →Dm ×Q(r, s)=Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× I,
such that
f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm−1 ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). As m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4)⇒m− 1 + r + 2s + 1 ≡ 2 (mod 4)
by Proposition 6.6 action of y on hTCAT(Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)) is trivial. So
f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 1
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). Hence f |∂M is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and the
proof of the proposition is complete in this case.
Case II (m = 0): With the same notations as in the proof of the last Proposition 7.2 let x ∈ L3(Z−) ∼= Z/2 be the
nontrivial element, so that c(x)= y is as in case I with m= 0. Let x be realized by a normal map f1 :M1 → V (r, s)∼=
V (r − 1, s)× I , such that
f1|∂−M : ∂−M1 → V (r − 1, s)× 0 ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I1
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alence which is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, so f1|∂+M1 is a homotopy CAT-structure on V (r − 1, s).
From Lemma 6.1 it follows that f1|∂+M1 is a trivial CAT-structure on V (r − 1, s). Therefore, the map
f1|∂M1 : ∂M1 → V (r − 1, s)× {0,1} ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I
can be assumed to be a CAT homeomorphism.
Rest of the proof is same as the proof of the last Proposition 7.2. 
Proposition 7.4. In the group L0(Z− × Z/2+) ∼= Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 elements belonging to ker ∂ ∼= Z/2 × Z/2 are
realized by normal maps into the manifolds X = Dm × Q(r, s),m  0 which are CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL
or TOP) on the boundary (refer to diagram (D8) for notations). Remaining elements are not realized by any normal
maps which are CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary.
Proof. Case I (m > 0): Let y be a nontrivial element of subgroup ker ∂ ∼= Z/2 × Z/2 of the group L0(Z− × Z/2+)
which is realized by a normal map
f :M →Dm ×Q(r, s)=Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× I,
such that
f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm−1 ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). As m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4)⇒m− 1 + r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4)
by Proposition 6.7 action of y on hTCAT(Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)) is trivial. So
f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 1
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). Hence f |∂M is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and the
proof of the proposition is complete in this case.
Case II (m = 0): With the same notations as in the proof of the last Proposition 7.3 we consider two cases: (i) Let
x ∈ L0(Z−)∼= Z/2 be the nontrivial element, so that c(x)= y is as in case I with m= 0. Let x be realized by a normal
map f1 :M1 → V (r, s)∼= V (r − 1, s)× I , such that
f1|∂−M1 : ∂−M1 → V (r − 1, s)× 0 ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and f1|∂+M1 : ∂+M1 → V (r − 1, s)× 1 is a simple homotopy equiv-
alence which is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, so f1|∂+M1 is a homotopy CAT-structure on V (r − 1, s).
From Proposition 6.1 it follows that f1|∂+M1 is a trivial CAT-structure on V (r − 1, s). Therefore, the map
f1|∂M1 : ∂M1 → V (r − 1, s)× {0,1} ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I
can be assumed to be a CAT homeomorphism.
(ii) Let y as in case I with m = 0 with y /∈ im c, then the first two Browder–Livesay invariants of y are zero,
so its image under the natural forgetful map L4(Z− × Z/2+) → Lp4 ((Z− × Z/2+) (isomorphism in this case as
K˜0(Z(Z×Z/2))= 0) is either in the image of Lp4 (0) or is an Arf invariant in codimension 1 or 2. Hence y is realized
by a normal map of a closed manifold into Q(r, s) (see [11], and [6]).
Rest of the proof of this case is same as the proof of the last Proposition 7.3.
Lastly if an element is not in ker ∂ then by Lemma 7.1 this element is not realized by any normal map which are
CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary. 
Proposition 7.5. In the group L3(Z− × Z/2+) ∼= Z/2 × Z/2 = ker ∂ all elements are realized by normal maps into
the manifolds X =Dm ×Q(r, s),m 0 which are CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP) on the boundary.
Proof. Case I (m > 0): Let y be a nontrivial element of the group L3(Z− ×Z/2+) which is realized by a normal map
f :M →Dm ×Q(r, s)=Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× I,
such that
f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm−1 ×Q(r, s))× I
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by Proposition 6.4 action of y on hTCAT(Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)) is trivial. So
f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 1
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). Hence f |∂M is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and the
proof of the proposition is complete in this case.
Case II (m = 0): With the same notations as in the proof of the last Proposition 7.4 let x ∈ L0(Z−) ∼= Z/2 be the
nontrivial element, so that c(x)= y is as in case I with m= 0. Let x be realized by a normal map f1 :M1 → V (r, s)∼=
V (r − 1, s)× I , such that
f1|∂−M1 : ∂−M1 → V (r − 1, s)× 0 ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I
is a CAT homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and f1|∂+M1 : ∂+M1 → V (r − 1, s)× 1 is a simple homotopy equiv-
alence which is a CAT-homeomorphism on the boundary, so f1|∂+M1 is a homotopy CAT-structure on V (r − 1, s).
From Proposition 6.1 it follows that f1|∂+M1 is a trivial CAT-structure on V (r − 1, s). Therefore, the map
f1|∂M1 : ∂M1 → V (r − 1, s)× {0,1} ∪ ∂V (r − 1, s)× I
can be assumed to be a CAT homeomorphism.
Rest of the proof of this case is same as the proof of the last Proposition 7.4. For the other element z ∈ L3(Z− ×
Z/2+) which is not in im c, the first two Browder–Livesay invariants are zero so its image under the natural forgetful
map L3(Z− × Z/2+) → Lp3 ((Z− × Z/2+) (isomorphism in this case as K˜0(Z(Z × Z/2)) = 0) is either in the image
of Lp3 (0) or is an Arf invariant in codimension 1 or 2. Hence z is realized by a normal map of a closed manifold into
Q(r, s) (see [11], and [6]). 
Proposition 7.6. The group L1(Z− × Z/2−) ∼= Z/2 is completely realized by normal maps into the manifolds X =
Dm×Q(r, s),m > 0 which are CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP) on the boundary. If m= 0 then the nonzero
element in L1(Z− × Z/2−)∼= Z/2 is not realized by any normal map of a closed manifold into Q(r, s).
Proof. Case I (m > 0): Let y be the nontrivial element of the group L1(Z− × Z/2−) which is realized by a normal
map
f :M →Dm ×Q(r, s)=Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× I, m > 0
such that
f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm−1 ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). As m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 4)⇒m− 1 + r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4)
by Proposition 6.8 action of y on hTCAT(Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)) is trivial. So
f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 1
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). Hence f |∂M is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and the
proof of the proposition in this case is complete.
Case II (m = 0): In this case the only element which can be realized by any normal maps lie in the image of
L1(Z−), or L1(Z/2±) or L1(0), but all these groups are 0 groups and the proof of the proposition in this case is also
complete (see [11], and [6]). 
Proposition 7.7. The group L0(Z− × Z/2−) ∼= Z/2 is completely realized by normal maps into the manifolds X =
Dm ×Q(r, s),m 0 which are CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP) on the boundary.
Proof. Case I (m > 0): Let y be the nontrivial element of the group L0(Z × Z/2−) which is realized by a normal
map
f :M →Dm ×Q(r, s)=Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× I, m > 0
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f |∂−M : ∂−M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 0 ∪ ∂
(
Dm−1 ×Q(r, s))× I
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). As m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4)⇒m− 1 + r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4)
by Proposition 6.5 action of y on hTCAT(Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)) is trivial. So
f |∂+M : ∂+M →Dm−1 ×Q(r, s)× 1
is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP). Hence f |∂M is a CAT-homeomorphism (CAT = PL or TOP), and the
proof of the proposition is complete in this case.
Case II (m = 0): Let y as in case I with m = 0 then the first two Browder–Livesay invariants of y are zero,
so its image under the natural forgetful map L4(Z− × Z/2−) → Lp4 ((Z− × Z/2−) (isomorphism in this case as
K˜0(Z(Z×Z/2))= 0) is either in the image of Lp4 (0) or is an Arf invariant in codimension 1 or 2. Hence y is realized
by a normal map of a closed manifold into Q(r, s) (see [11], and [6]). 
Thus in Propositions 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 we have determined the elements of Wall surgery obstruction
groups which can be realized by normal maps into Dm ×Q(r, s) which are CAT-homeomorphisms on the boundary
(for m> 0), and in some cases by normal maps of closed manifolds into Q(r, s).
8. PL and TOP classification theorems and remarks on homotopy smoothings
There exists natural maps of the smooth version of Sullivan Wall surgery exact sequence to the CAT versions of
Sullivan Wall surgery exact sequences (CAT = PL or TOP):
Ln+1(π1(X),ω(X))
δO
=
hS(X)
ηO [X/∂X,G/O] θO Ln(π1(X),ω(X))
=
Ln+1(π1(X),ω(X))
δCAT
hTCAT(X)
ηCAT [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT Ln(π1(X),ω(X))
(D10)
so, using these one can draw many conclusions from the results of Section 6 (Propositions 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6,
6.7,6.8) and Section 7 (Propositions 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7).
Proposition 8.1. Let n= dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even. So ε = +. Then the action δO of the
group L1(Z− × Z/2+)= 0 on hS(X) is obviously trivial.
Proposition 8.2. Let n= dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even. So ε = +. Then the action δO of the
group L0(Z− ×Z/2+)= Z/2 ×Z/2 ×Z/2 on hS(X) is trivial when restricted to a subgroup of Ker∂ = Z/2 ×Z/2,
and is free on the remaining summand.
Proposition 8.3. The groups L2(Z− ×Z/2±)∼= Z/2 are completely realized by normal maps of closed smooth mani-
folds into the manifolds X =Q(r, s).
Proposition 8.4. In the group L0(Z− × Z/2+) ∼= Z/2 × Z/2 × Z/2 elements belonging to a subgroup of ker ∂ ∼=
Z/2 × Z/2 are realized by normal maps of smooth manifolds into the manifolds X =Dm ×Q(r, s),m > 0 which are
diffeomorphism (refer to diagram (D8) for notations). Reamaining elements are not realized by any normal maps of
smooth manifolds which are diffeomorphism on the boundary.
Finally we summarize the calculations made in the previous sections in the form of the following:
Theorem 8.5 (Classification theorem 1). Let X =Dm ×Q(r, s), r, s > 1, where Dm is an m-dimensional disk, m 0.
Then there are following exact sequences (CAT = PL or TOP):
(1) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even, that is ε = +, and m 0, then
→ L0
(
Z− × Z/2+) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L3(Z− × Z/2+),
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0 → Z/2 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ Z/2 × Z/2 → 0;
(2) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 3 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd, that is ε = −, and m 0, then
→ L0(Z− × Z/2−) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L3(Z− × Z/2−),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ Z/2 → 0;
(3) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even, that is ε = +, and m 0, then
→ L1
(
Z− × Z/2+) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L0(Z− × Z/2+),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ Z/2 × Z/2 → 0;
(4) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd, that is ε = −, and m 0, then
→ L1(Z− × Z/2−) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L0(Z− × Z/2−),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ Z/2 → 0;
(5) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even, that is ε = +, and m 0, then
→ L2
(
Z− × Z/2+) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L1(Z− × Z/2+),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ 0;
(6) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd, that is ε = −, and m> 0, then
→ L2(Z− × Z/2−) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L1(Z− × Z/2−),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ Z/2 → 0;
(7) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd, that is ε = −, and m= 0, then
→ L2(Z− × Z/2−) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L1(Z− × Z/2−),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ 0;
(8) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 2 (mod 4), r + s + 1 even, that is ε = +, and m 0, then
→ L3
(
Z− × Z/2+) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L2(Z− × Z/2+),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ Z/2 → 0;
(9) If dimX =m+ r + 2s + 1 ≡ 2 (mod 4), r + s + 1 odd, that is ε = −, and m 0, then
→ L3(Z− × Z/2−) δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ L2(Z− × Z/2−),
reduces to
0 δCAT−→ hTCAT(X) ηCAT−→ [X/∂X,G/CAT] θCAT−→ Z/2 → 0.
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Part (3) follows from Propositions 6.2 and 7.4. Part (4) follows from Propositions 6.8 and 7.7. Part (5) is trivial.
Part (6) and (7) follows from Propositions 6.3 and 7.6. Part (8) follows from Propositions 6.4 and 7.2. Part (9) follows
from Propositions 6.6 and 7.2. 
This theorem and Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 together determines hTCAT(Q(r, s)) completely, where CAT = PL or TOP,
once we analyze the maps θCAT , ηCAT , and δCAT bit more closely:
Theorem 8.6 (Classification theorem 2). Consider Wall’s manifolds Q(r, s), r, s > 1, r + 2s + 1 = 4k + j, j = 1,
or 2, or 3, or 4. Then for k  1: (Coefficients of integral cohomologies are dropped)
hTTOP
(
Q(r, s)4k+1
)∼= k∑
i=2
H 4i−2
(
Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ k∑
i=2
H 4i
(
Q(r, s)
); (1(i))
hTPL
(
Q(r, s)4k+1
)
∼=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r > 4,
(Z × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 4,
(Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 3,
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 2;
(1(ii))
hTTOP
(
Q(r, s)4k+2
)∼= k∑
i=2
H 4i−2
(
Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ k∑
i=2
H 4i
(
Q(r, s)
); (2(i))
hTPL
(
Q(r, s)4k+2
)
∼=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r > 4,
(Z × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 4,
(Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 3,
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 2;
(2(ii))
hTTOP
(
Q(r, s)4k+3−+
)∼= k∑
i=2
H 4i−2
(
Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ k∑
i=2
H 4i
(
Q(r, s)
); (3(i))
hTPL
(
Q(r, s)4k+3−+
)
∼=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r > 4,
(Z × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 4,
(Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 3,
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 2;
(3(ii))
hTTOP
(
Q(r, s)4k+3−−
)∼= k∑
i=2
H 4i−2
(
Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 ⊕ k∑
i=2
H 4i
(
Q(r, s)
); (4(i))
hTPL
(
Q(r, s)4k+3−−
)
∼=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 ⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r > 4,
(Z × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 ⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 4,
(Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 ⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 3,∑k 4i−2 ∑k 4i (4(ii))(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕ i=2 H (Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 ⊕ i=2 H (Q(r, s)) if r = 2;
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(
Q(r, s)4k+4−+
)∼= k∑
i=2
H 4i−2
(
Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 × Z/2 ⊕ k∑
i=2
H 4i
(
Q(r, s)
); (5(i))
hTPL
(
Q(r, s)4k+4−+
)
∼=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 × Z/2 ⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r > 4,
(Z × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 × Z/2 ⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 4,
(Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 × Z/2 ⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 3,
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ Z/2 × Z/2 ⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 2;
(5(ii))
hTTOP
(
Q(r, s)4k+4−−
)∼= k+1∑
i=2
H 4i−2
(
Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕ k∑
i=2
H 4i
(
Q(r, s)
); (6(i))
hTPL
(
Q(r, s)4k+4−−
)
∼=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑k+1i=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r > 4,
(Z × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑k+1i=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 4,
(Z/4 × Z/4 × Z/2)⊕∑k+1i=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 3,
(Z/4 × Z/2 × Z/2)⊕∑k+1i=2 H 4i−2(Q(r, s);Z/2)⊕∑ki=2 H 4i (Q(r, s)) if r = 2.
(6(ii))
Proof. Case (1(i), (ii)). This case follows directly from (Theorem 8.5 parts (5) and (7)), and Theorems 5.4, 5.5.
Case (2(i), (ii)). dimQ(r, s)≡ 2 (mod 4),  6, P (r, s) orientable or not. Let dimQ(r, s)= 4k + 2, k  1.
In this case θCAT : [(Q(r, s))4k+2,G/CAT] Z/2 coincides with the projection map φ4k+2 : [Q(r, s),G/CAT] →
H 4k+2(Q(r, s);Z/2)= Z/2. Hence the result follows from (Theorem 8.5 parts (8) and (9)), and Theorems 5.4, 5.5.
Case (3(i), (ii)). dimQ(r, s)≡ 3 (mod 4),  6, P (r, s) orientable, so r has to be necessarily even, and s necessarily
odd. Let dimQ(r, s)= 4k + 3, k  1.
In this case i1 :Q(r − 1, s) ↪→Q(r, s) induces[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+3
−+ ,G/CAT
] i∗1−→ [(Q(r − 1, s))4k+2−− ,G/CAT],
and i2 :P(r, s) ↪→Q(r, s) induces[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+3
−+ ,G/CAT
] i∗2−→ [(P(r, s))4k+2+ ,G/CAT],
and θCAT : [(Q(r, s))4k+3,G/CAT] Z/2 × Z/2 coincides with the composite[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+3
,G/CAT
] diag−→ [(Q(r, s))4k+3,G/CAT]× [(Q(r, s))4k+3,G/CAT]
φ′4k+2◦i∗1×φ′′4k+2◦i∗2−→ H 4k+2((Q(r − 1, s))4k+2;Z/2)×H 4k+2((P(r, s))4k+2;Z/2)= Z/2 × Z/2.
So the result follows from (Theorem 8.5 part (1)), and Theorems 5.4, 5.5.
Case (4(i), (ii)). dimQ(r, s)≡ 3 (mod 4),  6, P (r, s) nonorientable, so r , and s have to be necessarily even. Let
dimQ(r, s)= 4k + 3, k  1.
In this case i :P(r, s) ↪→Q(r, s) induces[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+3
−− ,G/CAT
] i∗−→ [(P(r, s))4k+2− ,G/CAT],
and θCAT : [(Q(r, s))4k+3,G/CAT] Z/2 coincides with the composite[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+3
,G/CAT
] φ4k+2◦i∗−→ H 4k+2((P(r, s))4k+2;Z/2)= Z/2.
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Case (5(i), (ii)). dimQ(r, s)≡ 0 (mod 4),  6, P (r, s) orientable, so r has to be necessarily odd, and s necessarily
even. Let dimQ(r, s)= 4k + 4, k  1.
In this case i :Q(r, s − 1) ↪→Q(r, s) induces[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+4
−+ ,G/CAT
] i∗−→ [(Q(r, s − 1))4k+2−− ,G/CAT],
and θCAT : [(Q(r, s))4k+4,G/CAT] Z/2 × Z/2 coincides with the composite[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+4
,G/CAT
] diag−→ [(Q(r, s))4k+4,G/CAT]× [(Q(r, s))4k+4,G/CAT]
φ4k+4×φ′4k+2◦i∗−→ H 4k+4((Q(r, s))4k+4;Z)×H 4k+2((Q(r, s − 1))4k+2;Z/2)= Z/2 × Z/2.
So the result follows from (Theorem 8.5 part (3)), and Theorems 5.4, 5.5.
Case (6(i), (ii)). dimQ(r, s) ≡ 0 (mod 4), and  6, P (r, s) nonorientable, so r and s have to be necessarily odd.
Let dimQ(r, s)= 4k + 4, k  1.
In this case θCAT : [(Q(r, s))4k+4,G/CAT] Z/2 coincides with[(
Q(r, s)
)4k+4
,G/CAT
] φ4k+4−→ H 4k+4((Q(r, s))4k+4;Z)= Z/2.
So the result follows from (Theorem 8.5 part (4)), and Theorems 5.4, 5.5. 
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